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Cultural operator(s)  
 

Name Muzeum w Lęborku/ Museum of Lebork 

Short 
description 

Situated in the town centre,  the Museum in Lebork houses a wide 
range of  historical and ethnographic arfefacts and art work including 
contemporary pieces. The Museum also holds one of the most 
important archaeological collections in Central Europe.  Due to its 
proximity to Leba, a top tourist destination on the Polish coast, the 
Museum reaches a wide audience through its promotional work  e.g., 
at  the Slowinski National Park famous for its shifting sand dunes,  the 
120-berth marina, as well as the hugely popular Stilo light-house. 
  
The Museum welcomes volunteers from all over Europe (Spain, 
Portugal, France, and Georgia so far)  through the  European 
Voluntary Service (EVS - European Voluntary Service) the 2 Youth in 
Action Programme, created and funded by the European Commission. 
Together with  Association EduQ, the Museum is pleased to play a role 
in the development of these young people, to  help them acquire new 
skills and overcome barriers, prejudices and stereotypes. 
  
Lebork Museum also runs an extremely popular workshop series 
focused on disappearing ancient and medieval crafts 
covering  techniques such as  weaving, handmade paper,  stained 
glass, pottery, etc. 
  
As part of the Culture Programme project "Childhood. Remains and 
Heritage", the Museum in Lebork prepared a puppet show "Little Red 
Riding Hood" in two languages, held workshops to create  the puppets 
and  scenery for this theatre using handmade paper,  sewing, felting 
and  linocut techniques and organised  a group bicycle ride “down 
memory lane”. 
Lebork Museum works hard to involve the public of all ages in its 
activies run throughout the year and encourages active participation – 
whether through workshops, treasure hunts, annual themed 
costumed events or temporary exhibitions 
 



Contact details 

Museum of Lebork 
Młynarska 14-15 
Lębork 
Tel. 00 48 59 862 24 14 
http://www.muzeum.lebork.pl/ 

Marzena Kańczuga 
biuro@muzeum.lebork.pl 

 
 
 
Project  
 

Field(s) 

Heritage; interpretation, enhancing, facilitating access to culture for 
different target groups. 
The museum has a well-equipped conservation workshop and highly 
qualified staff which enable us to implement projects in this field -
Interdisciplinary projects including those related to international 
exchange of personnel, social challenge. 

 

Description 

  

WE WANT TO BE A PARTNER IN A PROJECT 
 

We are open and willing to participate in projects which would be an 
opportunity for us to work in the international environment in order 
to exchange experience in the field of culture. 
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